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While they (lightsourcebp) keep adressing physical leaking of panels on health, they are not
answering prolonged rf radiation from inverters and motors surrounding people and
penetrating their homes.
David H Nguyen Phd. Has valuable information as well as a Google search of "brain tumors in
children" alerted me to prolonged exposure to rf and non ionizing radiation.
You see if you look at the rendering of the project my daughter, son in law and only
grandchild (2yrs old) live in the little patch of woods right in the center of this proposed
project. I feel it is completely unsafe for them to be living completely surrounded by a solar
field not only for obvious reasons of heat and added uv exposure from being in the center of
that heatbox causing negative impacts on their health but the other radiations they will be
engulfed in that has been studied to cause very horrible effects in humans.
Also the wildlife of the woods my children own are home to an array of birds including
endangered woodpeckers. I daily see peregrine falcons and other birds of prey hunting in those
fields, flocks of turkeys land in fields and walk into yard and woods, deer run through the
fields all round the wooded stamp my children call home and bed down jyst inside the woods
outside my grandsons window.
They live in a beautiful home currently worth nearly if not over 400k. Lightsource bp has not
offered to buy them out and has only offered them one eight the value of their home and
leaving them to die in the middle of a solar Wasteland. Lightsourcebp has already told a series
of half truths and lies. They care nothing for the people, their health and wealfare, all of the
wildlife endanger and other, or the magnitude of the area and the history buried beneath the
farmers depths dating back 208 yrs ago.
To sum up I feel the health risks to the community being so close in relation to the proposed
area as well as a detriment to Wildlife possible artifacts are just the tip of the iceberg book as
to why this project should not be done in this location

Jill Barnes
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